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Abs t rac t .  In this paper we solve the open problem known as the "soft- 
ware key escrow ~ problem. To this end we develop a cryptographic notion 
of auto-recoverable auto-certifiable cryptosystems. We first present the 
exact specification of the problem, based on what software key escrow 
can hope to achieve. Then we develop our new scheme, which is an effi- 
cient reduction to a software key escrow system from a certified public 
key system. Namely, our scheme is as efficient for users to use as a public 
key infrastructure, it does not require a tamper-resistant hardware (i.e., 
it can be distributed in software to users), and the scheme is shadow pub- 
lic key resistant (does not allow the users to publish public keys other 
then the ones certified). The scheme enables the efficient verification of 
the fact that a given user's private key is escrowed properly. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

We are currently at the point, due to the enormous surge of Internet use, where 
a large-scale Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is about to be deployed. But,  
governments as well as other organizations want decryption keys to be escrowed, 
e.g. for law-enforcement purposes. Most if not all of the proposed key escrow 
schemes suffer from at least one form of drawback or another. These include 
the need for "tamper-resistant" devices (e.g., Clipper and Capstone), added 
overhead of protocol interaction between users and the escrow authorities, the 
need for "trusted third parties" to generate cryptographic keys and be active 
in the user-to-user transactions, and requring changes in protocols which are 
outside the cryptographic apparatus. In fact, a paper written by a number of 
researchers, cryptographers, and people who work in security (including pioneers 
of public-key cryptography, namely Dime and Rivest) argues that  "building the 
secure infrastructure of the breathtaking scale and complexity that  would be 
required for such a scheme is beyond the experience and current competency of 
the field..." [K-S]. To this, we agree entirely. Such a result is beyond the current 
state of the art  of the field. What  is needed, we believe, is a new approach to 
Cryptography i t s e l f -  on this point we seem to diverge from the opinions in the 
above s tudy (though it is hard to argue with a non-technical policy paper). We 
think tha t  from a purely research oriented perspective, once a difficult problem is 
observed, the challenge is to develop new ideas and constructions that  solve that  
problem satisfactorily. This has been an ongoing venue of open cryptographic 
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research for over two decades. Here we attempt to take this step and develop 
what may be called a new approach. In another paper [FY97], formal arguments 
are presented explaining why building key escrow on top of a public-key system 
is a non-trivial task (even when third parties are allowed to be present); this fact 
motivates the new approach more formally. 

We present a new notion which defines a new type of cryptographic system. 
It attempts to merge the functionality of a typical PKI with the functionality 
provided by an escrowed system. The solution is motivated by Kleptography 
(where keys are generated based on other public keys). 

P r o b l e m  Specif icat ion 

The following are specifications of software escrowed PKI as can be derived 
from existing documents, discussions in the cryptographic community, and ap- 
proaches to systems development: 

1. Sof tware  imp lemen ta t i on :  Each and every system component does not 
require tamper-proof hardware. 

2. Sof tware  d i s t r ibu t ion :  The software that users employ is public (and 
hence is easily distributed). 

3. K e y  self-generat lon:  Users generate their own private keys independently 
and efficiently. The private keys (or messages encrypted by these keys) are 
recoverable by the escrow authorities only. 

4. Escrow au tho r i t i e s  m in ima l  in te rvent ion:  The escrow authorities act 
only at the system's set-up, and when key recovery is needed. 

5. P K I - c o m p a t i b l e  cer t i f icat ion process: To certify a key, a user sends one 
message requesting certification to the Certification Authority (CA), as in 
a regular public key infrastructure. This message is created by an efficient 
procedure, performed independently by the user alone. 

6. Cer t i f ied  keys are  recoverable:  A user's public key is certified by a Cer- 
tification Authority (CA) only if the corresponding private key is verified 
to be recoverable by the authorities. This verification is conducted solely 
from the message that forms the request for certification; the verification is 
successfull if and only if the key is recoverable with very high probability. 

7. P K I - c o m p a t i b l e  cert if icates:  A user's key in the certificate should include 
the same information as in a regular public key. 

8. Universa l  verif iabi l i ty  of  recoverabi l i ty:  Upon request, a user can present 
the message that forms the request for certification to any party and this 
party can verify that the private key is recoverable by the authorities. 

9. Efficient recovery:  The key recovery procedure is efficient (it can prefer- 
ably be done by distributed parties, e.g., using threshold cryptography [FD89] 
and verifiable secret sharing which are known 1980's technologies). 

10. P K I - c o m p a t i b l e  user  sys tem:  Our proposed system is as easy for users 
as a public key cryptosystem, and can be implemented in software. Our solu- 
tion therefore constitutes a reduction of a PKI with a Certification Authority 
[Koh78] to an escrowed public key infrastructure with the same configura- 
tion. Since our solution can be implemented securely in software, it can be 
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implemented and distributed in source code form, thus making it as easy to 
distribute and use as a public key software package (e.g., PGP). 

11. PKI-compat ib le  software/architecture layers: From an infrastructure 
and systems integration perspective, our specifications differentiate between 
various independent layers. The first layer consists of the escrow authorities, 
who act only at the time the system is established and who act only when 
a private key needs to be recovered. The later action is performed without 
interfacing with users. The second layer is the public-key infrastructure, 
where users and CA's generate certified keys whose corresponding private 
keys are private to the users. The third layer is the use of the certified public 
keys within communication and storage applications. In our system the third 
layer is related to the second layer as in a regular public key infrastructure. 

12. Communicat ion Protocol Compatibility: The solution should not change 
headers and messages outside the PKI protocols; e.g., communicating parties 
use existing communication protocols. 

13. Compliance assurance: In [FY95, FY97] Frankel and Yung note that an 
escrow encryption scheme can always be bypassed (hardware or software). 
This is due to under-encrypting, over-encrypting, etc. Thus, governments 
cannot hope to solve misbehaviors in general. What is important is the de- 
finition given in [FY95] which says that "as long as the parties employ the 
mechanisms provided for confidentiality by the system, the escrow capability 
should be enabled". In our system, the CA ties the certification of keys to 
assure that secret keys are escrowed. We feel that this is a proper choice of 
control since in order to bypass the system, users will have to use another 
system or use an unauthorized modification of the system. Also, not per- 
forming the 'assurance of escrow' by the CA at the infrastructure level may 
cause problems in system design, as pointed out in [FY97]. 

14. Secur i ty :  The public key is as secure as a key in a PKI against all parties (in 
our implementation we need an additional assumption but only for arguing 
security against the CA, whereas we are able to reduce the security of the 
key to a known assumption, otherwise). 

15. Shadow-publ ic -key  resis tance:  Another aspect of security is that the 
system should not contain a subliminal channel that enables "shadow public- 
key" distribution (a notion due to Kilian and Leighton [KL95]). Such a 
property is hard to prove, but at the very least we can require that what 
is published in the key escrow system is the same information as what is 
published in a regular public key system. 

Finally, we list another three requirements. (1) One is that of a relative low 
cost. In particular the user should have no additional cost when compared with 
a PKI user, the CA may have some additional cost (e.g., a moderate increase 
in memory and processing is tolerable, though this memory may be maintained 
at the escrow authorities as well in our solution) and the only real additional 
cost is in managing and operating the escrow authorities (which is a required 
cost). A typical cost of the authorities and the needs for their security should 
be compatible with the corresponding cost and needs of a (perhaps distributed) 
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CA. (2) Another property which may be required is that rather than opening 
keys of users, the authorities open session keys which are encrypted under the 
public keys of users. The session key is openable regardless of which of the two 
users in the session has been authorized as a target for key escrow. The notion of 
granularity in taking a key out of escrow was dealt with in [DDFY, FY95] and 
by Lenstra, Winkler, and Yacobi [LWY95]. This property is typically a function 
of the key of the escrow authority (but can be always achieved if the authorities, 
rather than a large number of users, are implemented in tamper-proof hardware). 
(3) Last, but not least, in a PKI setting the system's trust is the CA system; 
one would like that in an escrow PKI setting the trust will remain with the CA, 
and taking keys off escrow should be done only with the CA's collaboration. 

O u r  S y s t e m  - G e n e r a l  S t r u c t u r e :  

Our system is an efficient mathematical reduction to a software key escrow 
system from a public key infrastructure (using the same protocol messaging avail- 
ability, but employing different crypto-algorithms). The new notion combines, 
for the first time, public key cryptography with zero-knowledge proofs as part 
of key generation. In our implementation of the su~ested notion, we describe 
an algorithm that when used produces an E1Gamal [EIG85] public/private key 
pair, an escrowed encryption of the private key, and a proof that the escrow 
authorities can recover the private key. We call the proof, in addition to the 
'encryption' of the private key, a cer t i f icate  of  recoverabi l i ty .  This certificate 
is publicly verifiable and assures that the private key is escrowed properly. In 
short, we describe how to construct a string which constitutes an implicit encryp- 
tion of the private key z under the escrow authorities key and a non-interactive 
zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof that allows a prover to prove to a verifier that her 
private key z in y - -  gX rood  p is the same as in the implicit encryption. Hence, a 
Certification Authority (CA) can insist that a user who submits her own public 
key for publication also submits the certificate just described. Having done so, 
the CA can be certain that z is escrowed properly, without ever learning z itself. 
We emphasize that the proofs and encryptions employed are efficient and do not 
contain encryptions of circuits and general proofs which employ such construc- 
tions (which are typically plausibility results rather than actual systems). Once 
the keys are certified by the CA, their use within the system is as in a regular PKI 
based on E1Gamal/Diffie-Hellman keys. Key recovery is an efficient procedure 
between the CA and the escrow authorities, who are otherwise non-active. 

For security the primary cryptographic assumption that is made in our sys- 
tem is that the Diffie-Hellman (DH) problem is hard. This assumption is used 
for security against adversaries. For the user to be secure from the CA, we re- 
quire a new cryptographic assumption, which is similar to DH and combines the 
DH problem and the discrete logarithm problem, which we assume are hard. 
Note that the DH assumption is already required because the EIGamal PKCS 
is secure iff the DH problem is hard. Due to the non-interactive nature of the 
certificates of recoverability, we also require a random oracle cryptographic hash 
assumption (for SHA1) for the validity of the proofs within the certificate. 
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Given that our system complies with the specifications above, we feel that 
it constitutes a solution to "software key escrow". This solution is not substan- 
tialy more expensive to the user than a regular public key system, and is as 
easily deployable as a regular PKI as well. Thus, the cost incurred by technol- 
ogy providers and manufacturers should not increase if escrow is required. The 
only real added cost is the one associated with the escrow authorities operation 
(which is smoothly interfaced with the rest of the system). This added cost is a 
must, and is comparable with the cost of a distributed CA. 
Remark :  soc ia l /pol i t ica l  aspects .  In this paper we do not deal with the 
social and political implications of key escrow. It seems reasonable to adopt a 
solution like ours in organizations that need to escrow keys cheaply, so as to 
insure the internal integrity of operations performed in the organization. 
R e m a r k :  imp lemen ta t i on .  We implemented our system using C on a Pentium 
166 MHz machine using a key size of 1024 bits; it was compiled using gcc on 
Linux. We used the multiprecision library CryptoLib [LMS] from AT&T. 

R e l a t e d  Work  

Various tamper-resistant hardware solutions have been proposed, like the U.S. 
government's Clipper chip and Capstone chip. These solutions are undesirable 
for users since they require special hardware, and since secret unscmtinized al- 
gorithms have to be trusted. (See [YY96, YY97a, YY97b] for potential problems 
with such designs). Also, attacks has been found (e.g., [FY95]). 

Fair Public Key Cryptosystems (FPKC) is a public key escrow system that 
can be implemented in software [Mi92]. The problem with FPKC's is three-fold. 
First, every user must split his private key and send the shares to the authorities. 
The authorities must then interact to insure that the key is escrowed. The system 
thus has more communication overhead than a typical public key system. Second, 
in FPKC's only the authorities are convinced that the key is escrowed (and the 
proof is only validated when all escrow authorities are present to perform the 
verification). There is no separation of layers in FPKC's since users are in direct 
interaction with the authorities. The third drawback is that FPKC's can be 
abused via the use of shadow public key cryptosystems, as shown by Kilian and 
Leighton [KL95]. They also show how to conduct Failsafe Key Escrow (FKE). 
However, FKE systems still suffer from the first two drawbacks that FPKC's 
suffer from. FKE can be regarded as a desirable specification and as a plausibility 
result (implemented very inefficiently). 

A "Fraud-Detectable Alternative to Key-Escrow Proposals" based on EIG~- 
mal was described in [VT97]. This system, called binding EIGamal, allows users 
to send encrypted information along with a poly-sized proof that the session 
key that was used in the encryption can be recovered by the escrow authorities. 
The primary disadvantage of this alternative is that it does not permit detection 
of abuse by two conspiring criminals who employ the system. Another disad- 
vantage of this alternative is that it introduces a substantial amount of space 
overhead per message sent. To see that two conspirators can evade detection by 
law-enforcement, note that user A can public key encrypt a message using user 
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B's public key, and then send the resulting ciphertext message using binding E1- 
Gamal. In this case, the proof simply serves to show that the escrow authorities 
can recover this ciphertext, and therefore prevents law-enforcement from being 
able to monitor the underlying communications. When this abuse is employed, 
fraud is not detectable, contrary to what is claimed in [VT97]: 

~A special property of the binding concept is that abuse of the system is 
not only difficult but also detectable by any third party (e.g. network or service 
provider) without harming the privacy of law-abiding users." 

The underlying plaintext being sent is hidden from law-enforcement because 
binding EIGamal in itself does not escrow B's private key (FKE systems could be 
used, but then binding E1Gamal serves no function). The attack is not detectable 
by law-enforcement because binding EIGamal operates at the session level and 
user A is free to send anything (even 'random' looking strings) to user B. Note 
that the attack involves the means that are provided by the system: the public 
key data-base of the users and the message encryption to law enforcement. It 
therefore employs the available mechanisms themselves to achieve confidentiality, 
but does not assure decryption by the escrow authorities, which violates the 
definition of escrow systems. 

It is necessary to carefully articulate the threat model of our proposed system 
in regards to criminal activity. A situation that is just as bad as shadow public 
key abuse is the existence of unescrowed public key databases that are open to 
the public. Hence, for PKI's, the framework in which our system is useful is when 
the CAs are trusted not to have unescrowed public key databases. CAs are the 
trustees of PKI and should be trusted to follow procedures. This can be accom- 
plished by and large: A public key database is only useful when it is available to 
everyone. So, the act of running a 'pirate' unescrowed public key database is de- 
tectable by law-enforcement. This contrasts with the binding ElGamal solution 
in which collaboration by two criminals is not detectable. Once the underlying 
public-keys are escrowed, the only way to try to dodge escrow is via a protocol 
change, e.g., double encryption. Yet this constitutes "security by obscurity" and 
does not secure the confidentiality of criminal communications from the escrow 
authorities. Such dodgery constitutes using another system (which as explained 
above is always a threat to escrow [FY95]). One may argue that steganographic 
techniques could be employed to publish unescrowed keys. Yet, we argue that 
this reduces to the same problem for large scale systems, since the stegonographic 
tools must be published, and are thus available to law-enforcement as well. 

A highly criticized Trusted Third Party solution [JMW96] requires the key 
escrow entities to get involved in session key generation, which prevents scala- 
bility; it also lacks many of the properties required. 

Recently, IBM and TIS announced "key recovery systems" where keys are 
escrowed at the session level via information that is added to the message header. 
We note that this violates the separation of layers and requires changes in all 
communication protocols. In the case that these systems will be used in a global 
infrastructure, these systems call for extensive changes that are out of the domain 
that handles cryptographic management and operation and thus they violate the 
architecture layering requirement. 
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2 B a c k g r o u n d  a n d  D e f i n i t i o n s  

Informally, an Auto-Recoverable and Auto-Certifiable cryptosystem is a system 
that allows a user to generate auto-certifiable keys (keys with a proof of the 
method of generation) efficiently. The following is a formal definition. 

D e f i n i t l o n l .  An Auto-Recoverable and Auto-Certifiable Cryptosystem is a 
triple (GEN,VER,REC) (where REC may be an m-tuple (REC1 ,REC2,...,REC, n) 
such that: 

1. GEN is a publicly known poly-time probabilistic Turing Machine that takes 
no input and generates the triple (K1,K2,P) which is left on the tape as 
output. Here K2 is a randomly generated private key and K1 is the cor- 
responding public key. P is a poly-sized certificate that proves that K2 is 
recoverable by the escrow authorities using P.  

2. VER is a publicly known poly-time deterministic Turing Machine that takes 
(K1,P) on its input tape and returns a boolean value. With very high prob- 
ability, VER returns true iff P can be used to recover the private key K2. 

3. REC is a deterministic Turing machine with a private input. For a distrib- 
uted implementation: RECi, where 1 < i < m is a poly-time deterministic 
Turing Machine with a private input that takes P as input and returns share 
i of K2 on its tape as output, assuming that Ks was properly escrowed. (Sub- 
sets of) the Turing Machines REC~ for 1 < i < m can be used collaboratively 
to recover Ks. 

4. It is intractable to recover K~ given KI and P without REC (or RECI,...,RECrn). 

Next we will define informally the steps taken in a Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI) and in an Auto-Recoverable Auto-Certifiable PKI. The following is the 
structure (protocol) of a Public Key Infrastructure: 

1. CA's addresses and parameters are published and distributed. 
(a) Each user generates a public/private key pair, and submits the public 

key, along with an ID string, to a CA. 
(b) The CA verifies the ID string, certifies the public key (by signing it), 

and enters the certification in the public key database. 
(c) To send a message, a user queries the CA to obtain the public key of the 

recipient, and verifies the signature of the CA on the public key. 
(d) The user then encrypts the message with the recipients public key and 

sends the corresponding ciphertext to the recipient. 
(e) The recipient decrypts the ciphertext with his or her own private key. 

The following is an Auto-Recoverable Auto-Certifiable PKI: 

1. A set of system parameters are agreed upon. The escrow authorities gener- 
ate an escrowing public key with corresponding private shares. The public 
parameters and CA's parameters are distributed (e.g., in software). 
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(a) Each user generates a public/private key pair, and submits the public 
key along with an ID string and a certificate of recoverability, to a CA. 

(b) Using the escrowing public key, the CA verifies the certificate of recov- 
erability. Provided that this verification holds, and that the ID string 
is valid, the CA certifies the public key (by signing it), and enters the 
certification in the public key database. 

(c) To send a message, a user queries the CA to obtain the public key of the 
recipient, and verifies the signature of the CA on the public key. 

(d) The user then encrypts the message with the recipients public key and 
sends the corresponding ciphertext to the recipient. 

(e) The recipient decrypts the ciphertext with his or her own private key. 
2. If a wire-tap is authorized for a given user, the escrow authorities obtain the 

certificate of recoverability of that user (from the CA), and recover the key 
or cleartext under the key. 

Note that (a) through (e) above are functionally equivalent in both systems. 
The only difference is that in the escrow system, the CA is able to verify that 
the private key is recoverable by the escrow authorities. The only added items 
in the auto recoverable PKI to what is required for a PKI are set-up extra work 
in step 1 and step 2. step 2 is necessary by definition and step 1 additional work 
seems necessary to bind the system to the escrow authorities. 

In our system, the i-th escrow authority EAi knows only RECi, in addition 
to what is publicly known. To publish a public key, user U runs GEN 0 and 
receives (K1,K2,P). U keeps K2 private and sends the pair (K1,P) to the CA. 
The CA then computes VER(Ka,P), and publishes a signed version of Kz in 
the database of public keys iff the result is true. Otherwise, U's submission is 
ignored. In either case the certificate of recoverability is not published. Suppose 
that U's public key is accepted and K1 appears in the database of the CA. Given 
P obtained from the CA, the escrow authorities can recover K2 as follows. EAi 
computes share i of K2 by running RECi(P). The authorities then pool their 
shares and recover K2. 

2.1 Mathematical Preliminaries 

Let Z~q denote the multiplicative group of canonical elements relatively prime 
to 2q (we used it to call the group and its elements). Here q is a large odd prime. 
It is straightforward to show that Z~q is a cyclic group (it possesses a primitive 
root). In fact, if s is a primitive root modulo q and if s is odd, then s is also 
a primitive root modulo 2q. If s is a primitive root modulo q and s is even, 
then s + q is a primitive root modulo 2q. See [Ro93] for details. It can be shown 
that there exists a generator s for all groups Z~q. Thus, there is a probabilistic 
poly-time algorithm to find a generator of Z~q. The following first two simple 
claims are used to show that if discrete log problem is hard, then the discrete 
log problem in Z~q is hard. 

Claim 1 (s k rood 2q) rood q = s k rood q. 
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C l a i m  2 I f  (s t '  rood 2q) = s t rood q, then k'  = k .  

C l a i m  3 I f  D H  rood q is hard, then D H  rood 2q is hard. 

Proof.  We will prove this by proving the contrapositive. Suppose we are given 
a box X tha t  takes A and B and returns s ~ rood 2q where A - s a rood 2q 
and B - s b rood 2q. We need to show that  we can use X to perform DH given 
A '  = s a' rood q and B '  = s b' rood q. To do this, we choose r l ,  r~ ER Z~_I such 
that  A 'r~ and B ~r~ are odd mod q, provided that  s is odd (if s is even, we make 
sure these two values are even). We then compute t = X ( A  ~r~ rood q, B ~r2 rood q). 

By Claim 2 it follows that  t - s a'b'r~r~ rood q. We then output  t (rlr~)-I rood q. 

Note that  f i r 2  has a unique inverse mod q - 1  since r l ,  r2 E Z~_I .  Our algorithm 

thus outputs  s a'b' rood q as needed. QED. 

From Claim 3 it follows that  if the DH problem is hard, then the discrete log 
problem in Z~q is hard. 

Problem 1: Let p = 2q + 1 and let q - 2r -I- 1 where p, q, and r are prime. 
Find t k rood 2q given s k rood 2q and g tk rood p. Here g, s, t, and p are public. 
g generates Zp, s generates Z~q, and t generates a large subgroup of Z~r 

We were unable to prove that  Problem 1 is a cryptographicly hard problem 
via a reduction using a known hard problem. Thus, the difficulty of Problem 
1 is a cryptographic assumption in regards to our system. Intuitively it seems 
that  this problem should be hard, since finding t k given s, t, and s k rood 2q 

requires solving the DH problem and g tk rood p is a presumed one-way function 
of t t rood 2q. Clearly, Problem 1 is not hard if the discrete-log problem is not 
hard, or if DH is not hard. 

3 Our  Scheme 

3.1 S y s t e m  S e t u p  

A large prime r is agreed upon s.t. q = 2r + 1 is prime and s.t. p = 2q + 1 is 
prime. We have produced such large values efficiently. A generator g is agreed 
upon s.t. g generates Zp, and an odd value gl is agreed upon s.t. gl generates 
Z~q. The  values (p ,q ,r ,g ,g l )  are made public. 

We give one example of organizing the escrow authorities; other settings 
of threshold schemes or even schemes where users decide on which authorities 
to bundle together are possible. There are m authorities. Each authori ty EA~ 
chooses zi ER Z2r. They  each compute ~ = gl z' rood 2q. They then pool 
their shares ~ and compute the.product  Y = I-[~=l Y~ rood 2q. Note that  Y = 

m 
gl z rood 2q, where z = ~'~i=l zi rood 2r. The authorities choose their zi over 
again if ( g l / Y )  rood 2q is not a generator of Z~q. Each authori ty E A t  keeps zi 
private. The public key of the authorities is (Y ,g l , 2q ) .  The corresponding shared 
private key is z. 
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3.2 Key Generat ion 

GEN uses "double decker" exponentiation and operates as follows. It chooses 
a value k ER Z~r and computes C = gl k rood 2q. GEN then solves for the 
user's private key z in Y k z  = gl k rood 2q. GEN computes the public key y = 
g~ rood p. GEN computes a portion of the certificate v to be gy-k  rood p. GEN 
also computes three NIZK proof transcript P1, P2, P3 (which are generated 
by the NIZK proof systems Z K I P 1 , Z K I P 2 ,  and Z K I P 2 ,  described below). 
The certificate P is the 5-tuple (C,v,P1,P2,P3). GEN leaves ((y ,g,p) ,z ,P)  on the 
output tape (note that y need not be output by the device since y = v c rood p). 
Criterion 1 of definition 1 is therefore met. The user's public key is (y, g, p). 

3.3 Publ ic  Escrow Verification 

VER takes ((y,g,p),P) on its input tape and outputs a boolean value. VER 
verifies the following things: 

1. P1 is valid, which shows that U knows k in C 
2. P2 is valid, which shows that U knows k in v 
3. P3 is valid, which shows that U knows k in v c rood p 
4. verifies that y = v r rood p 

VER returns true iff all 4 criterion are satisfied. P1 is essentially the same 
as the proof described first in [GHY85] for isomorphic functions, but we are 
specifically operating in Z~r It is easy to show that P1 is complete, sound, 
perfect-zero knowledge, and that it constitutes a proof of knowledge. Z K I P 2 ,  
which is the basis for P2 and P3, will be explained in the following section. 

3.4 Z K I P  

In Z K I P 2 ,  the prover wishes to interactively prove to a verifier that the prover 
knows k in T = g,k rood p. We assume that the verifier does not know s k rood 2q 
(and hence he doesn't know k). The values T, g, s, and p are public. The quantity 
g generates Zp. The following three-pass protocol is repeated n times. 

1. The prover chooses e ER Z2r and sends I = T "  rood p to the verifier. 
2. The verifier sends b ER Z2 to the prover. 
3. The prover sends z = e + bk rood 2r to the verifier. 
4. The verifier verifies that I = (T l -b  gb) "" rnod p. 

The verifier accepts the proof iff step 4 passes in all n rounds of the protocol. 
Z K I P 1  is a three-pass protocol that uses values (I,b,z) which are very similar to 
the values (I,b,z) which are used in Z K I P 2 .  It is straightforward to show that 
this proof is complete and that it constitutes a proof of knowledge; it is also 
zero-knowledge. 

We will now explain how the NIZK proofs in P are constructed. Let ei,j 
denote the prover's random choice for iteration j of proof Pi. Here 1 < i < 3 
and l < j < n .  
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1. P = (C ,v )  
2. The  prover chooses values el , l ,  el,2, ..., el,n, e2,1, e2,2, . . . ,  e2,n,e3,1, e3,2, 

�9 ..,ea,n ER Z2r. Note that  the e's must be in Z2r, otherwise information 
about  k may be leaked in step (8). To see this, note tha t  e is needed to blind 
kb perfectly. 

3. The  prover computes 11,i = gl e~'~ rood 2q, I2,j = v Y-'2"~ rood p, and Ia j  = 
y (gl/Y)'a'j rood p for 1 _< j < n 

4. The prover includes all the values I i j  in P ,  where 1 < i < 3 and 1 < j _< n. 
5. The prover computes rnd  = H(I t , t ,  11,2, ..., II,n, 12,1,12,2, ..., I2,n, I3,1, I3,~, ..., I3,n) 

where H is a cryptogr_aphic one-way function. 
6. The prover gets the 3n values bi,j for 1 < i < 3 and 1 _< j < n from the 

3n least significant bits of rnd.  These are the challenge bits. Note that  the 
verifier can calculate these bits given the values for I. 

7. The  prover computes zi,j = ei,j + b i j k  for 1 < i < 3 and 1 _< j _< n. 
8. The  prover includes the values zi,j in P ,  where 1 < i < 3 and 1 < j _< n. 

The  verifier accepts the proof iff all 3n checks pass and if y = v c rood p. This 
method of making a ZKIP non-interactive is due to Fiat and Shamir [FS86]. 

3.5 K e y  R e c o v e r y  

R E C i  recovers share i of the user's private key x as follows. R E C i  takes C from 
P .  It then computes share si to be C*' rood 2q, and outputs  si on its tape. The 
authorities then pool their shares and each computes y k  = 1-Ir~=l si rood 2q. 
From this they can each compute x = C Y  - k  rood 2q, which is the user's private 
key. Criterion 3 of definition 1 is therefore met.  

The  escrow authorities can recover the plaintext of users suspected of criminal 
activity without recovering the user's private key itself. To decrypt the ciphertext 
(a, b) of user U the escrow authorities proceed as follows: 

1. Each of the m escrow authorities i receives C corresponding to U. 
2. Escrow authori ty 1 computes Sl = a c - '1  rood p. 

3. Escrow authori ty i + 1 computes Si+l = si c- ' '+1 rood p. 
4. Escrow authori ty m decrypts (a, b) by computing b/ ( sm c )  rood p. 

Our system allows for multiple CA's to be associated with the escrow au- 
thorities. Escrowing across escrow authorities domains (e.g., different countries) 
can be solved by the users employing the long-lived Diffie-Hellman key as their 
common key (which is recoverable by either country) or by bilateral agreements. 

4 S e c u r i t y  o f  t h e  T r a p d o o r  V a l u e s  

From Claim 3 it follows that  if the DH problem is hard, it is intractable to find 
z given Y. It  also follows that  finding x given C is intractable. We would like to 
show that  assuming that  the DH problem is hard, it is intractable to find x (and 
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hence k) given C and v. Note that by setting s = gl and t = y - 1  rood 2q, this 
is the same as Problem 1. Note that Y-1 does not generate the entire group Z~q 
because - z  rood 2r is even. The reason that g-Z is not a generator is that we 
want to insure that gl-Z rood 2q is a generator of this group, so as to optimize 
the number of possible values for x. Since we were unable to prove that Problem 
1 is hard, we assume that it is intractable to find z given C and v. 

Cla im 4 I f  finding x is hard given (C,v),  then finding k is hard given (C,v).  

Proof. We will prove this by proving the contrapositive. Suppose it is easy to 
find k given (C,v).  We can then compute z in poly-time by computing z = 
( g y - 1 ) k  rood 2q. QED. 

Assuming that Problem 1 is hard, Claim 4 establishes that if the DH problem 
is hard, then it is hard to find x (and hence k) given (C,v,y).  

Cla im 5 I f  gcd (1 -  z rood 2r,2r) = 1, then there are 2r different possible values 
for x, all of which are equally likely. 

Proof. We have that Y ~ x  = gl ~ rood 2q. Solving for z, we have that x = 
(g11-~) k rood 2q. If god(1 - z rood 2r,2r) = 1, it follows that h = gl 1-~ rood 2q 
is a generator of Z~q. So, x = h k mod 2q. Since h is a generator and since GEN 
chooses k uniformly at random from Z2r, it follows that x can take on any of 2r 
different values, each of which is chosen with equal probability. QED. 

Since z is chosen s.t. god(1 - z rood 2r,2r) = 1, it follows from Claim 5 that 
there are 2r different possible values for x, all of which are equally likely. We 
have therefore shown that the trapdoor values in Y, y, C, and v are secure, 
under the DH assumption and assuming that Problem 1 is hard. It follows that 
criterion 4 of definition 1 is met. 

One might argue that our proposed system is risky for use because the secu- 
rity of the entire system rests on the difficulty of computing the discrete log of 
the fixed value Y, the public key of the escrow authorities. Indeed, in the setting 
of a national PKI, this is a valid concern. One possible approach to this problem 
is to split this key into, say 200 shares. Each user then chooses 100 of these 
shares at random, and uses the product of them as the public key of the escrow 
authorities. This allows the user's public key to be the same size as before, and 
increases the difficulty of cracking the system by two orders of magnitude. The 
user should indicate which 100 keys are in use in its message to the CA. 

5 S e c u r i t y  o f  t h e  N e w  C r y p t o s y s t e m  

Recall the four verification steps performed by VER. We need to show that 
nothing is leaked during verifications 1, 2, and 3. We already showed the security 
of the trapdoor wlues, so verification 4 alone does not compromise the system. 
Also, we showed that all three of these steps are perfect ZK proofs, and therefore 
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they do not leak any knowledge individually. It can be shown that  together these 
ZK proofs do not leak knowledge. So, we can show that  our eryptosystem is 
perfect ZK. It is also easy to show that  our proof system is complete. 

The  remainder of this section is devoted towards proving that  our cryptosys- 
tern is a sound ZK proof. Tha t  is, we wish to prove formally that  it meets 
criterion 2 of definition 1. To do so we need to introduce the following problem 
instance. 

(eqn. 1) Y k S ( g l y - 1 ) k t  = gl k'a rood 2q 

Problem 2: Find a kl, ks, and ks, s.t. k2 it  ks and eqn. 1 holds, where z is 
even, z i t  1 - r rood 2r, Y = gl z rood 2q, and where z is unknown. 

Note tha t  g11-z rood 2q is a generator of Z~q iff z is even and z i t  1 - r  rood 2r. 
Note also that  ks = ks iff kl = ks = k3. 

C l a i m  6 Problem 2 is solvable in poly- t ime if f  the Discrete Log problem rood 2q 
is solvable in poly-t ime.  

Proof. Suppose we know a kl, ks, and ks, s.t. ks i t  ks and eqn. 1 holds. Then 
from the exponents of eqn. (1) we have that ,  

zk3 + k l  - z k l  = ks rood 2r  

z(k3 - k l )  = (ks - k l )  m o d  2r 

Since z and 2r are even, (ks - kl) must be even. (ks - kt) is either even or 
odd (and isn't r) .  If it is odd, then by Lemma 2 in [Du78], only one solution for 
z exists. It can easily be found. If (ks - kl) is even, then by Lemma 3 in [Du78], 
there are exactly two solutions for z. We can find the first solution by solving 
((ks - k t ) / 2 ) z  = (ks - ks)/2 rood r. The other can easily be found. We then see 
which solution satisfies Y = gl z rood 2q. Therefore, if we know a kl, ks, and ks, 
s.t. ks i t  ks and eqn. (1) holds, we can compute z easily. 

Suppose we know the z in Y = gl ~ rood 2q. We then choose ks and ks 
randomly s.t. ks i t  ks. Now consider the following equation where kl is unknown, 

zk3 + k t  - z k l =  ks rood 2r 

kt(1 - z)  = ks - zk3 rood 2r  

Since z is even, (1 - z) mod 2r is odd. Since z .7/= 1 - r rood 2r, it follows 
that  (1 - z) has an inverse, so kl = (ks - zks)(1 - z)  -1 rood 2r. Therefore, if 
we can compute the discrete log of Y rood 2q, then we can find a kl, ks, and k3, 
s.t. ks i t  ks and s.t. eqn. (1) holds. QED. 

C l a i m  7 A s s u m i n g  the difficulty of  the Discrete  Log problem rood 2q, our cryp- 
to sys t em is sound (i.e. with very high probability, the key is recoverable i f  the 
verification passes). 
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Proof. For concreteness, suppose that  GEN does not output  y. Hence, suppose 
the verifier reconstructs y by computing v c rood p. So, we need only consider 
the first three criterion. We need to show that  if C = gz ~ rood 2q is not the 
encryption of the exponent of g~ rood p, then the prover will fail the proof with 
very high probability. Assume for the sake of contradiction, that  the prover can 
find such a private key z where C is not the encryption of z, and s.t. the prover is 
still able to convince the verifier of the validity of the proof. Clearly, if the prover 
doesn' t  know a k2 s.t. C = gz k2 rood 2q, then the prover will fail criterion (1) of 

VER. Similarly, if the prover doesn't  know a k3 for the value v = gy-~3 rnod p, 
then the prover will fail criteria (2). So, the prover needs to know k2 and k3. To 
pass criteria (3), the prover must  know a kz s.t., 

g (glY-l)hl "-(gr-ks) g'k~ rood p 

It follows that  the prover must know a kl s.t., 

YkS(gzY-Z)k~ = gz k2 rood 2q 

Note that  this is eqn. 1. Either k2 = k3 or k2 ~ k3. Suppose that  ks ~ k3. It 
follows that  finding such a kz is equivalent to solving Problem 2. But, since we 
assumed that  computing discrete logs rood 2q is hard, it follows from Claim 6 
that  the prover cannot find such a kz. So, the prover must choose ks = k3. It is 
easy to see from eqn. 1 that  k2 = k3 iff kz -- ks = k3. But, this implies that  C 
is an encryption of (gzY-Z)  k~ rnod 2q. Hence, we have reached a contradiction. 
QED. 

We've shown that  if the DH problem is hard, then the Discrete log problem 
rood 2q is hard. Therefore, assuming that  the DH problem is hard and that  
Problem 1 is hard it follows from Claim 7 that  our cryptosystem is sound. 

A b u s e  R e l a t e d  Issues :  We only publish the user's key as in a regular 
public key system. In fact, we insisted that  the certificate of recoverability not 
be published. This is to prevent the establishment of shadow public-key. 
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